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Hybrid Cable-Thruster Actuated Underwater
Vehicle-Manipulator Systems: A Study on Force
Capabilities
Gamal El-Ghazaly, Marc Gouttefarde, and Vincent Creuze

Abstract—Traditional underwater vehicle-manipulator systems
(UVMS) consist mainly of an underwater vehicle on which a
manipulator is mounted. In addition to the vehicle thrusters,
this paper proposes to use cables to actuate UVMSs. The main
goal of this extra source of actuation is to enhance UVMS work
capabilities. Similarly to cable-driven parallel robots, the cables
are attached to the UVMS and a set of fixed winches permit the
control of the cable lengths or tensions. We refer to this new
system as a hybrid cable-thruster (HCT)-actuated UVMS. Based
on the kinematic and dynamic model of HCT-actuated UVMSs,
this paper focuses on the determination of the available set of
end-effector forces in a suitable mathematical representation. An
illustrative simple planar example of HCT-actuated UVMS is also
presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Underwater robotic platforms have been found very convenient in a wide range of field operations for marine applications due to the hazardous and hostile nature of underwater environments [1]. Among the prominent application domains of underwater robotic platforms are offshore
industries, military applications, and scientific purposes. For
those application domains, underwater robotics are supposed
to target various operational tasks. Survey missions, inspection and interventions on subsea installations, observations,
salvage, recovery/retrieval and communications are among the
broad range of operational tasks that could be achieved by
underwater robotic systems [2], [3], [4]. Underwater vehicles
equipped with manipulators are called underwater vehiclemanipulator systems (UVMS). One key challenge related to
UVMSs is to enhance their work capabilities. Indeed, it may be
desired to perform field operations such as handling large and
versatile tools (grippers, drillers, probes, etc.), handling heavy
payloads, and interacting more strongly and dexterously with
the environment [1], [2]. Interventions on subsea installations
and offshore platforms in the Oil and Gas industry need
such capabilities [5]. In fact, UVMS work capabilities are in
direct relation to the vehicle thruster capabilities. For instance,
handling a heavy payload would require a larger number of
thrusters and/or more powerful ones, which in turn, increase
the cost, size, weight, and design complexity of the system.
From this perspective, improving UVMS work capabilities
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Fig. 1: An HCT-actuated UVMS installed on an offshore
platform

should allow underwater field operation tasks that existing
UVMS can hardly accomplish.
In this paper, we introduce a novel concept for an underwater robotic platform, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The concept is
inspired by cable-driven parallel robots (CDPR) which consist
of a moving platform connected to a fixed base through a
set of cables. The cable lengths or the cable tensions are
controlled by a set of winches which are generally attached
to the fixed base (see [6] and [7] for the basic principles).
CDPRs allow motion and force transmission from the fixed
base to the moving platform over long distances. Moreover,
the cable lengths can be used to determine, or at least, estimate
the position and orientation of the moving platform, e.g. [8].
Therefore, CDPRs are excellent candidates for applications
that require very large workspaces at a relatively low cost.
Besides, CDPRs can be designed to handle heavy payloads [9].
Our main objective is to take advantage of the aforementioned
favorable features of CDPRs for underwater applications. In
the proposed solution, in addition to the thrusters, cables
are employed as a supplementary source of actuation to the
underwater vehicle. When powerful cable winches are used
(e.g., winches located on an oil rig), this extra actuation via
cables should significantly increase the lifting capabilities of
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Fig. 2: A schematic representation of an UVMS

an UVMS. Throughout this paper, we refer to the proposed
system as a Hybrid Cable-Thruster (HCT)-actuated UVMS.
For the sake of illustration, Fig. 1 shows a typical arrangement
of an HCT-actuated UVMS attached to an offshore platform
wherein the cable winches are fixed to the offshore platform
structure and the cables are attached to the UVMS. Among
the many challenges related to the design and control of HCTactuated UVMS, the technical contribution of this paper is the
characterization of their force capabilities.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes
the kinematic and dynamic modeling of the proposed HCTactuated UVMS. Based on this modeling, Section III describes
three relevant available force sets. Section IV is mostly dedicated to the determination of the available end-effector force
set, where the latter is represented in a form that eases its
use to check whether or not a given desired force is feasible.
Section V presents an illustrative planar example of an HCTactuated UVMS which is equipped with a 2-DOF manipulator
and actuated by four thrusters and two cables. Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. HCT-ACTUATED UVMS: D ESCRIPTION AND
M ODELING
An UVMS as shown in Fig. 2 is composed of nm + 1 rigid
links. The first link represents the vehicle and the remaining
links represent an nm -DOFs serial manipulator attached to the
vehicle. Consider a fixed reference frame {R0 } attached to a
support structure which is assumed to be inertial. The frames
{Rv } and {Re } are attached to the vehicle and the end-effector
of the manipulator, respectively. We define the configuration
of the UVMS as
 
qv
q=
∈ CS
(1)
qm
where qv ∈ SE(3) and qm ∈ Rnm are the generalized coordinates of the vehicle and the manipulator, respectively.
For instance, a minimal representation for the configuration
T
of the vehicle is the position rv = xv , yv , zv
and Euler

Fig. 3: Hybrid cable-thruster actuation model
T
angles θv = φv , θv , ψv
as a representation of the orientation of {Rv} with respect to {R0 }. Thus, one may have
T
qv = rvT , θvT ∈ R6 , in which case, the dimension of the
configuration space of the UVMS is nq = dim(CS) = 6 + nm .
The dynamic model of an UVMS in the configuration space
may be expressed as follows
M (q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇ +D(q, q̇, ζ )+Q(q)+JeT (q)fe = fq (2)
where M (q) is a square positive definite symmetric matrix
representing rigid body inertia and the added mass. The matrix
C(q, q̇) represents the corresponding Coriolis and centrifugal
effects. The vector D(q, q̇, ζ ) represents the damping and
drag forces, where ζ ∈ R3 is the sea current velocity. The
vector Q(q) represents the restoring forces due to gravity and
buoyancy. The vector fe ∈ Rne is the force that the system
can apply to the environment by its end-effector. The vector
fq ∈ Rnq represents the generalized forces that act on the
configuration space of the UVMS. The end-effector force fe
is projected to a generalized force in the configuration space
via the transpose of the Jacobian matrix Je (q). This matrix
also maps the generalized velocity q̇ to the spatial velocity of
the end-effector ẋe ∈ Rne as
ẋe = Je (q)q̇

(3)

Since ne ≤ 6 and nq = 6 + nm , nq > ne which implies that
the UVMS is kinematically redundant [10]. More details on
the UVMS modeling described above can be found in [11],
[12], [13]. Unlike classical UVMSs for which the vehicle is
actuated only by nt thrusters, nc cables (actuated by winches as
in CDPRs) are used in addition to the thrusters which results in
a hybrid actuation of the vehicle. For the sake of simplicity,
thrusters are assumed to be pure force generators (i.e. their
propellers’ induced torques are neglected). For each thruster
i, i = 1, 2, . . . , nt , fti and rti denote respectively, the thrust
force and a position vector of a point on the thruster line of
action with direction defined by the unit vector uti (see Fig.
3). The additional vehicle actuation via nc cables is defined as
follows. For each cable j, j = 1, 2, . . . , nc , points A j and B j

are the fixed base and vehicle cable attachments, respectively.
ra j and rb j are the position vectors of A j and B j expressed
in frames {R0 } and {Rv }, respectively. We also denote uc j
and fc j the unit vector along the cable direction B j A j and
the cable tension, respectively (see Fig. 3). For simplicity, the
cables are assumed to have negligible mass and elasticity. They
are considered as a unilateral force generators. Similar to the
definition of the generalized coordinates, we can
T define the
vector of generalized forces as fq = fvT , fmT , where fv
represents the generalized forces acting on the vehicle and
fm are the joint torques of the manipulator. The generalized
vehicle force fv is expressed as


fv = JvT (q) JtT ft + JcT (q)fc
(4)
where Jv is a spatial transformation matrix that maps the
generalized velocities
of the vehicle qv into the spatial velocity
T
vv = vTv ωvT , i.e. the velocity of the vehicle expressed
in {Rv }. The matrix JtT is called thruster configuration
matrix
[14], [15],

T [16]. It maps the thruster forces ft =
ft1 , ft2 , . . . , fnt
into a wrench expressed in {Rv }. The

T
T
matrix Jc (q) maps the cable tensions fc = fc1 , fc2 , . . . , fnc
into a wrench expressed in {Rv } and is called cable wrench
matrix [17]. The matrices JtT and JcT (q) can be expressed,
respectively, as follows


ut1
ut2
...
utnt
T
Jt =
, (5)
rt1 × ut1
rt2 × ut2 . . . rtnt × utnt
JcT =



uc1
rc1 × uc1

uc2
rc2 × uc2

...
...

ucnc
rcnc × ucnc


(6)

Note that the unit vectors uti and uc j (see Fig. 3) are
defined with respect to {Rv }. The vector uti is constant
in {Rv } whereas uc j depends on the vehicle configuration
qv . According to the capabilities of the motors actuating the
thrusters, the generated propeller forces fti is limited by a
lower bound ftmin
and an upper bound ftmax
. Since cables can
i
i
provide only tensile forces, the cable actuation forces fci have
non-negative minimum value fcmin
and maximum value fcmax
.
i
i
min
The lower limit fci is ideally zero. However, in practice,
it must be set to a given strictly positive value to maintain
the cables in tension [18]. Using (4), the overall actuation
forces acting on the generalized coordinates can be written in
a compact form as:
fq = JaT (q)fa
(7)

T
where fa = ftT , fcT , fmT is the vector of all actuation forces
for the HCT-actuated UVMS with dimension na = nt + nc + nm
and the actuation matrix JaT (q) is an nq × na given by
 T T

J J
JvT JcT 0
JaT (q) = v t
(8)
0
0
I
where 0 and I are null and identity matrices with appropriate
dimensions. Equations (2) and (7) represent the overall dynamic model of an HCT-actuated UVMS. In case of a vehicle
fully-actuated by thrusters, adding cable actuation leads to
actuation redundancy. If no cables are used, the model is

the same except that the additional cable forces are removed.
T
The columns in
T Ja (q) corresponding to fc are removed, i.e.
T
T
fa = ft , fm and
 T T

Jv Jt
0
T
Ja (q) =
(9)
0
I
III. C HARACTERIZATION OF HCT-ACTUATED UVMS
F ORCE S PACES
Based on the UVMS model presented in Section II, the
present section deals with the characterization of the available
end-effector force set. This force set describes the ability of
an HCT-actuated UVMS to apply forces to the environment
at its end-effector. Therefore, it determines whether or not the
robotic system can meet the force requirements of a given task.
Once the force set available at the end-effector is determined,
one may check the inclusion of the required task forces in the
available force set. Actually, such capabilities are related to
the lower and upper bounds on the components of the vector
of actuation forces fa . To understand the relation between
the available end-effector force set and the bounds on fa , let
us consider the overall UVMS model described by (2) and
(7). First, Eq. (7) implies that the generalized coordinates q
are not directly actuated as in serial manipulators, where the
generalized coordinates are usually selected to be the actuated
joints. In fact, the actuation matrix JaT (q) is used as a mapping
from the actuation space to the space of generalized forces.
The generalized forces fq should concurrently (a) produce
the required end-effector forces fe (via the fifth term of (2)),
(b) compensate the gravity and buoyancy forces Q(q), (c)
compensate for drag and damping forces D(q, q̇, ζ ), and (d)
move the UVMS with velocity q̇ and acceleration q̈. Since
this paper focuses on the characterization the available endeffector forces, (2) is written in the following compact form
h(q, q̇, q̈, ζ ) + JeT (q)fe = fq

(10)

where, h = M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + D(q, q̇, ζ ) + Q(q) At static
equilibrium, h is reduced to gravity, buoyancy and sea current
damping.
According to (7) and (10), there are three force spaces
relevant to the problem of characterizing force capabilities of
an UVMS. These force spaces are associated with actuation
forces fa ∈ Rna , generalized forces forces fq ∈ Rnq , and endeffector forces fe ∈ Rne . The lower and upper bounds on fa
define the bounded set of the available actuation forces in
the actuation space. Consequently, the available force sets
in generalized coordinates and at the end-effector are also
bounded. Let us denote Fa , Fq , and Fe the available force
sets in the actuation space, generalized coordinates, and at
the end-effector, respectively. If fam = [ fam1 , fam2 , . . . , famna ]T and
faM = [ faM1 , faM2 , . . . , faMna ]T are the vectors of lower and upper
bounds on the components of fa , respectively, Fa is the
following hypercube

Fa = fa | fai ∈ [ fami , faMi ], ∀ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ na
(11)
The set of available generalized-coordinate forces Fq can
then be expressed using (7) as

Fq = fq | fq = JaT fa , fa ∈ Fa }
(12)

JaT (q)
Actuation Force
Space
fa ∈ Fa

JeT (q)
Generalized Force
Space
f q ∈ Fq

End-Effector Force
Space
fe ∈ Fe

Fig. 4: An illustration of the mappings between the available force sets in the actuation space Fa ⊆ Rna , in generalized
coordinates Fq ⊆ Rnq , and at the end-effector Fe ⊆ Rne .
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Fig. 5: Mapping of Fa to Fq with na = dim(Fa ) = 3 and nq
= dim(Fq ) = 2.
In a similar manner, the set of available end-effector forces
Fe is

Fe = fe | JeT fe + h = fq , fq ∈ Fq }
(13)
The majority of UVMSs are equipped with thrusters such
that the matrix JtT is full rank. As a matter of fact, with
the extra cable actuation, the number of actuators na is
greater than the number nq of generalized coordinates in a
minimum representation (na > nq ). This implies that the HCTactuated UVMS has actuation redundancy. Additionally, it is
also kinematically redundant since the dimension of the endeffector space ne is smaller than nq (nq < ne ). On the one
hand, for manipulators having only actuation redundancy (for
example, when the robotic arm is removed from the UVMS),
ne = nq and the set of available forces at the end-effector Fe
is explicitly given by

(14)
Fe = fe | fe = Je−T JaT fa − Je−T h, fa ∈ Fa }
On the other hand, for manipulators with only kinematic
redundancy (for example, when nc = 0 and the vehicle is fully
actuated by 6 thrusters whose generated forces are linearly
independent), we have nq = na and Fe is characterized by

(15)
Fe = fe | Ja−T JeT fe + Ja−T h = fa , fa ∈ Fa }
IV. R EDUNDANCY AND AVAILABLE F ORCE S ETS OF
HCT-ACTUATED UVMS S
The first objective of this section is to determine the
available end-effector force set Fe for the proposed HCTactuated UVMSs. In order to verify if a given desired endeffector force fed can be exerted, i.e. to verify if fed ∈ Fe ,
Fe should be described by an appropriate representation. We
will also present a method to quantify the force capability

along the direction of the desired force to be exerted by
the end-effector of the robot. These goals can be achieved
by having Fe in the so-called H-representation, i.e., as the
intersection of a finite set of halfspaces. Since Fe can hardly
be determined directly from Fa , we determine Fq from Fa via
(12) and then determine Fe from Fq via (13). Fig. 4 illustrates
the mappings between the different force spaces relevant to
our problem. We can determine Fq in two different ways.
The first method is to map the vertices of Fa via JaT and a
convex hull algorithm is then applied to compute the vertices
of Fq [19]. However, the determination of the desired Hrepresentation of Fe from the knowledge of the vertices of Fa
is not straightforward. Alternatively, the so-called hyperplane
shifting method introduced in [20] or its modified version [21]
can be to have Fq in H-representation. As shown in Fig. 5,
Fq is then described as the intersection of a set of halfspaces
Hi− = {fq | cTi fq ≤ di }, i = 1, 2, . . . , p, where p is the number
of halfspaces, ci ∈ Rnq , and di ∈ R. In other words, Fq is given
by

Fq = fq | CqT fq ≤ dq },
(16)
where Cq = [ c1 , c2 , . . . , c p ], and dq = [ d1 , d2 , . . . , d p ]. The
H-representation of Fe must now be determined from the Hrepresentation of Fq in (16). A similar problem of determining
Fe from Fq has been addressed for kinematically redundant
serial manipulators in [22] where Fq is a hypercube. This
method may be extended to the more general case dealt with in
the present paper. However, the H-representation of Fe can be
obtained more straightforwardly by substituting the expression
of fq in (10) into (16) to get

(17)
Fe = fe | CeT fe ≤ de },
where, Ce = Je Cq and de = dq − CqT h. From (17), one can
easily verify if a desired force fed can be generated by checking
the validity of CeT fed ≤ de .
The second goal of this section is to verify if the HCTactuated UVMS meets the force requirements of a given
task along a configuration trajectory Q. We present a simple
method to quantify to what extent the system is capable of
exerting a force along the direction of a desired force fed . Let
us assume that ∀ q ∈ Q, the manipulator must exert a desired
end-effector force fed (q). This desired force could be written
as fed = αo s, where αo = kfed k represents the strength of fed
along the unit vector s1 . To ensure that the system is capable
1 Since f is a spatial force vector, i.e., a wrench, the value of α does not
e
o
have a proper physical unit; Nonetheless, in the sake of simplicity, it is used
d
here to quantify the strength of fe .

f e2

TABLE I: Parameters of the Thrusters
αM
fed

thruster
1
2
3
4

αo

s
fe1
F e ⊂ R2

αm

A1

z0

rv

B2

ut2

cable
1
2

uc2
ut1

B1
θv
ut3

xv

Lv
L0

zv
ut4
L1

ut [m]
[ 1, 0 ]T
[ 0, −1 ]T
[ −1, 0 ]T
[ 0, 1 ]T

ftm [N]
-75
-75
-75
-75

ftM [N]
75
75
75
75

TABLE II: Parameters of the Cables

Fig. 6: Definitions of αo , αm , and αM
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Fig. 7: An UVMS in vertical plane

of exerting a force along s, we have to determine the range
of α = [ αm , αM ] such that fe = αs ∈ Fe . By means of the
H-representation of Fe in (17), αm and αM can be easily
determined from the intersection of s with Fe (see Fig. 6)
as
[de ]i
[de ]i
, αM = min
(18)
αm = max
T s]
T
T
T
[C
[C
i:[
C
s
]
>0
i:[Ce s]i <0
e i
e s]i
e i
where [a]i represents the i-th component of the vector a. Since
αo ≥ 0 by definition, [ αm , αM ] ∩ R+ must not be empty if the
robot is to be able to exert a force along the desired direction.
If αo ∈ [ αm , αM ], the desired force can be exerted and αM −
αo quantifies the ability to exert larger forces along the same
direction.

ra [m]
[ 0, 0, ]T
[ 50, 0 ]T

rb [m]
[ −0.5, −0.5 ]T
[ 0.5, −0.5 ]T

fcm [N]
20
20

fcM [N]
1000
1000

2-DOF manipulator, i.e. nm = 2, with generalized coordinates
qm = [ q1 , q2 ]T . Hence, the configuration space of the UVMS
has a dimension nq = 5. The vehicle has a hybrid actuation
system of four thrusters and two cables, i.e. nt = 4 and nc = 2.
The coordinates of the end-effector position are xe = [ xe , ze ]T ,
which means that ne = 2. Table I shows the position vectors
rt and the direction unit vectors ut of the four thrusters,
as well as their minimum and maximum thrust forces, ftm
and ftM . Table II shows the position vectors ra and rb of
the attachment points of the two cables, as well as their
minimum and maximum tensions, fcm and fcM . The minimum
and maximum joint torques fmm and fmM of the manipulator
are given in Table III. The HCT-actuated UVMS has a total
number of na = 8 actuators, then its degree of actuation
redundancy is na − nq = 3. For a cable-free version, the degree
of actuation redundancy would be na − nq = 1. The system
is also kinematically redundant and its degree of kinematic
redundancy is nq − ne = 3. The parameters of the individual
rigid bodies of the UVMS are given in Table IV and are
the same as in [11]. The sea current velocity is assumed,
for simplicity, to be constant ζ = [ 0.25, 0 ]T m/s. The water
density is ρ = 1024 kg/m3 and the gravity acceleration is
g = 9.81 m/s2 . In this example, the desired path of the endeffector is a 1 m radius circle (see Fig. 8a). The path in
configuration space Q, shown in Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c, is chosen
such that it has a minimum norm solution of its differential
kinematics, i.e., δ q = Je+ (q)δ xe . For simplicity, the desired
force to be exerted by the end-effector along Q is assumed
to be a constant value fed (q) = [ 0, −150 ]T N for all q ∈ Q.
This means that αo = 150 N and s = [ 0, −1 ]T . For each
q ∈ Q, the available end-effector force set is determined in
H-representation as described in Section IV for both HCTactuated UVMS and its cable-free version. The limits of the
feasible set Fe along s, i.e., αm and αM is determined via (18).
Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b show the evolution of αm and αM along the

V. C ASE S TUDY: P LANAR HCT-ACTUATED UVMS
In this section, we use the method presented in Section IV
to show that actuation by cables can significantly improve the
force capabilities of UVMSs. For the sake of simplicity, a
planar HCT-actuated UVMS is considered. The planar UVMS,
as shown in Fig. 7, is composed of a vehicle with generalized
coordinates qv = [ xv , zv , θv ]T . The vehicle is equipped with a

TABLE III: Torque Limits of the Manipulator
Joint
1
2

fmm [N.m]
-171.2
-73.3

fmM [N.m]
171.2
73.3

TABLE IV: UVMS Body Parameters: body length L, width W , mass M, center of mass COM, volume V , center of buoyancy
COB, and damping parameters
UVMS body

L [m]

W [m]

M [Kg]

COM [m]

V [m3 ]

COB [m]

diag(Xu|u| , Zw|w| , Mq|q| )

Vehicle
Link 0
Link 1
Link 2

0.347
0.315
0.450
0.500

1.0
0.2
0.15
0.10

145
17.82
9.86
6.28

[ 0.035, 0 ]T
[ 0.1825, 0 ]T
[ 0.30, 0 ]T
[ 0.3243, 0 ]T

0.1534
0.0.013609
0.0.007128
0.0.004547

[ −0.005, 0 ]T
[ 0.18055, 0 ]T
[ 0.3273, 0 ]T
[ 0.32142, 0 ]T

diag(−76.8088, −56.3654, −76.7628)
diag(−22.567, −29.4246, −0.7299)
diag(−9.757, −29.934, −1.3635)
diag(−5.5542, −22.579, −1.4112)

ze [m]

path for the HCT-actuated UVMS and its cable-free version,
respectively. It can be easily seen that [ αm , αM ] ∩ R+ 6= 0/ in
both cases. However, the HCT-actuated UVMS is capabable of
exerting larger forces along s compared to the case of UVMS
without cable actuation. Indeed, the maximum force exerted
by the UVMS along the positive direction of s is at least
980 N with cable actuation while it is only 57 N without cable
actuation. In the opposite direction of s, the minimum exerted
force is almost the same for both actuation cases. This is due to
the unilateral nature of the cable tensions (cables can ”pull” but
cannot ”push”). This planar example illustrates the improved
force capability of the HCT-actuated UVMS with respect to the
conventional UVMS. This simple example has been selected
for illustration purposes. The framework introduced in this
paper can be applied to more complicated UVMSs.

xe [m]
(a)

xv
zv
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